Low Level Texture Features for Snore Sound Discrimination.
Snoring is often associated with serious health risks such as obstructive sleep apnea and heart disease and may require targeted surgical interventions. In this regard, research into automatically and unobtrusively analysing the site of blockages that cause snore sounds is growing in popularity. Herein, we investigate the use of low level image texture features in classification of four specific types of snore sounds. Specifically, we explore histogram of local binary patterns (LBP) in dense grid of rectangular regions and histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) extracted from colour spectrograms for snore sound characterisation. Support vector machines with homogeneous mapping are used in the classification stage of the proposed method. Various experimental works are carried out with both LBP and HOG descriptors on the INTERSPEECH ComParE 2017 snoring sub-challenge dataset. Results presented indicate that LBP descriptors are better than the HOG descriptors in snore type detection and fusion of the LBP and HOG descriptors produces stronger results than either individual descriptor. Further, when compared to the challenge baseline and state-of-the-art deep spectrum features, our approach achieved relative percentage increases in unweighted average recall of 23.1% and 8.3% respectively.